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ith 2016 at an end and 2017 emerging as 365
days of untapped potential I hope that we can
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have progressed in this past year. Whether the
changes in this year are cause for celebration or encouragement to
change your planning and execution of current goals, I hope that
2017 allows you to capitalize on the opportunities that are coming
your way. This quarterly newsletter has been a vehicle for me to
keep connected with a larger number of you NAKos out there and
your contributions have served to better connect our Lambda
Chapter. Thank you for your help in facilitating this main goal of
the NAKsun. I look forward to raising a glass with you all at our 20
Year Gala this coming February and the unforgettable memories

that we will make over the entire weekend. See you in February!

2016 Turkey Bowl
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Turkey Bowl...
The much awaited Turkey Bowl was again a great hit this year. The young alumni beat out a depleted old alumni team 42-6 and the UGs took care of the Upsilon Class 27-0. In the winner take all game
of young alumni vs UGs, the young alumni pulled through a 21-6 victory behind an MVP performance by Erik Flores and strong contributions from the rest of the team. We sit with the MVP for a
quick discussion interview about the Bowl.
You've always contributed to the flag football teams we've had since we crossed in 2006. Have you
missed very many Alumni Games or Turkey Bowls?
I have not missed any Turkey Bowl games but I believe I've missed 1-2 Alumni games since 2006. They are
always a great time so I've done my best to try and attend these games as much as possible.
There was a little more hype before this year's game when the alumni and undergrads gave some
good back and forth trash talk. Do you think this pumped you up and gave you the edge to win the
trophy?
I am very competitive person so regardless of the trash talk beating the undergrads and pledge class was the
main objective, winning the MVP was secondary. The trash talk just made the wins and the MVP that much
sweeter. This "old alumni" hasn't lost a step, it's just the recovery period that took a little longer compared to
when I was an undergrad and a recent alumni.
Now that you've won the trophy are you going to retire from the games on top like Jordan or will you
try to repeat next year?
This was not my last year, I feel I have another few good years in me although the five touchdowns did come
with a cost, I pulled my hamstring and walked away with a bum shoulder.
The games are always a great way to connect with the undergrads and potential NAKs. Do you think
the Upsilon class has some good athletic potential for the future?
No class can compare to the Theta pledge class but there were a few guys who showed some potential.
How good does it feel to have finally won the MVP trophy?
I'm a few month's away from turning 30 and it took 11 years to win the MVP (who's counting right?) so it
does feel great, it was a pleasant boost to my ego. Raul Enciso also had two great games as QB so he also deserved it, I wouldn't have been disappointed if he won the MVP.
We're finally going to hit the mark and switch over to the old alumni team for future competitions.
How excited are you to excel for our new team?
I'm honestly not looking forward to it, as part of the young alumni team we put an a** whopping on them so
the talent is hurting on that side of the table. I'm going to try and recruit some of the better over 30 alumni so
we could field a better team. That or they should start training early in 2017 so they could be ready for the
2017 Turkey Bowl.

Don’t miss out on Turkey Bowl 2017 on it’s usual date of the Saturday before Thanksgiving!
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20 YEAR GALA
Announcement!!!
Our speaker has been confirmed, Mr. Rafael Hernandez,
Director of the Early Academic Outreach Program (EAOP)
at UC San Diego will be our keynote speaker for this milestone event. Mr. Hernandez was one of three faculty adviser's who played an instrumental role in establishing
C.O.M.P.A.S and later the Lambda Chapter of Nu Alpha
Kappa at UC San Diego.

Roll Call!!
Are you registered for the historic 20 year celebration of Nu Alpha Kappa’s
Lambda Chapter?
Here’s a breakdown of attendance for classes rolling deep for our special 20
year celebration: [As of 12/30/2016]
Founders - 2
Alpha - 3
Beta - 5
Gamma - 2
Delta - 5
Epsilon - 5
Zeta - 8
Eta - 3
Theta - 8

Iota - 3
Kappa - 4
Lambda - 2
Mu - 3
Nu - 0
Xi - 4
Omicron - 3
Pi - 0
Rho - 0

Sigma - 4
Tau - 0
Upsilon - Currently
Pledging
Beta (SDSU) Chapter - 2
Special Invitations - 1

Don’t miss out on this historic
event!

www.nakgala.com
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Congrats ALAS
The UCSD NAK Alumni Association would
like to congratulate the new executive board
of the San Diego State Alumni Association
(ALAS). We wish you many successes in your
endeavors and look forward to working hand in hand to uphold the ideals of our great
fraternity.
Executive Board
Chairman: Rafael A. Perez
Vice Chairman: Ricardo Topete
Treasurer: Danny Oliveira
Secretary: Dmitry Shlafrok

UPCOMING EVENTS


NAK Bro BrewFest:
Saturday January 21, 2017



20 Year Gala:
Saturday February 18, 2017



UCSD NAK AA
Workshops
April 2017



Alumni Games
May 2017

Board of Directors
Professional Development:
Juan Cardenas
Community Outreach: Luis Montes
Member Relations:
Elias M. Bernal Hernandez
Communications: Ray Flores

STATE
OF
THE TREASURY


US Bank: $5,809.71



Paypal: $2916.39



Total Funds: $8,726.10

Want to get involved?
Email the board at:
UCSDNAK-AA-EB
@googlegroups.com
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Lambda Chapter Undergrads

Fall 2016 Alumni Rush Event

Homeless Charter

Upsilon Pledge Class

Dia de los Muertos

Dia de los Muertos

Upsilon Pledge Class

October be the Match

Susan G. Komen Walk

Susan G. Komen Walk
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BROTHER UPDATES
Alfredo Lopez

Freddie and Sandra Lopez welcomed a
healthy baby girl, Amelia Hyo-Eun
Lopez, on October 16th, 2016. She is
happy to join the NAK Korexican family
and is looking forward for future members.
Enrique Gonzalez
Congrats to Kike and Aissa, we wish
them nothing but the best!!

Gerardo Jaimes

On December 23rd, 2016, hermano
Gerardo Jaimes is the latest to tie knot
and marry his special lady. Being engaged for less than six months, G and
Marlene decided to go with a spontaneous wedding, planning it only in three
weeks! Congrats to the newlyweds and
we wish them the best as they embark
their journey together!

Raul Enciso
Congratulations to Raul Enciso for being
awarded the NAK Arreola Scholarship
by Nationals.
Placido Lopez
Congratulations to our brother Placido
Lopez (Zeta Class) on being engaged
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